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’ INTRODUCTION

The development of robust methods for 13C, 1H labeling of
Ile, Leu, Val,1,2 and, more recently, Ala3,4 and Met5 methyl
groups in otherwise highly deuterated proteins has significantly
increased the scope of protein systems that are amenable to
detailed quantitative analyses by solution-based NMR methods.
Concomitant with the emergence of these labeling approaches
has been the use of HMQC-based experiments that exploit a
methyl-TROSY effect,6 enabling studies of supramolecular pro-
tein assemblies with molecular weights in the hundreds of kDa. A
significant number of applications of this methodology to
important systems in biology have now appeared.4,5,7�15 Critical
to their success is that the methyl group probes be localized to
regions of interest so that they can be used faithfully as reporters
of structure and dynamics, or changes thereof. In addition, the
chemical shifts of the methyls must be assigned to specific sites in
the primary sequence. In principle, assignments can be obtained
using a number of approaches including ‘divide and conquer’,5,15

mutagenesis,5,15 analysis of NOEs5,15 and pseudocontact shifts16,17

that are compared with the corresponding values calculated on the
basis of crystal structures, or by combined experiment and compu-
tation.18 In practice, generating assignments in very large com-
plexes can be a time-consuming and difficult process.

For many applications the advantages of having as many
probes as possible distributed throughout the protein sequence
is well worth the effort that must be expended for assignment. In
other cases, however, placement of even a single probe in a
critical location can be sufficient to answer an important ques-
tion. For example, studies of the Thermoplasma acidophilum
proteasome-gating mechanism were hampered by the fact that

only a few Ile, Leu, Val methyl groups are in the vicinity of the
gates and these gave very weak signals in spectra.7 In contrast, a
Met residue introduced immediately before the wild-type se-
quence, referred to as Met-1 in what follows, provided critical
information (along with the endogenous Met1 and Met6) for
establishing that gating is controlled by a stochastic process
involving interconversion between a small set of conformations7

(see below). These experiments were possible only because the
number of Met residues in the proteasome is small (five), with
three of the five localized to the region of interest, so that well
resolved, high sensitivity spectra could be readily obtained. A
more general approach, involving site-specific labeling with a
methyl-containing moiety distinct in chemical shift from other
methyl groups in proteins would be advantageous in extending
the utility of methyl labeling yet further.

Cys, with its unique side-chain reactivity and limited occur-
rence in proteins (1.9%), is a frequent site for selective protein
modification.19,20 Magnetic resonance applications of proteins
labeled at Cys positions include elegant nitroxide ESR studies
extending over a period of more than two decades.21 Recently,
Cys-attached paramagnetic spin labels have enjoyed a resurgence
in NMR applications using either nitroxide22,23 or metal ion
tags.24,25 One of the simplest modifications of this amino acid is
the addition of the CH3-S- group,

20 which results in formation of
S-methylthiocysteine (MTC) (CAS number: 33784-54-2). Due
to its simplicity, this moiety has been used extensively in studies of
biochemical pathways involving thiol-dependent enzymes.26,27
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ABSTRACT: Methyl groups are powerful reporters of struc-
ture, motion, and function in NMR studies of supramolecular
protein assemblies. Their utility can be hindered, however, by
spectral overlap, difficulties with assignment or lack of probes in
biologically important regions of the molecule studied. Here we
show that 13CH3-S- labeling of Cys side chains using 13C-
methyl-methanethiosulfonate (13C-MMTS) (IUPAC name:
methylsulfonylsulfanylmethane) provides a convenient probe
of molecular structure and dynamics. The methodology is
demonstrated with an application focusing on the gating
residues of the Thermoplasma acidophilum proteasome, where it is shown that the 13CH3-S- label reports faithfully on the
conformational heterogeneity and dynamics in this region of the complex. A second and related application involves labeling with
13C-MMTS at the N-termini of the subunits comprising the E. coli ClpP protease that reveals multiple conformations of gating
residues in this complex as well. These N-terminal residues adopt a single conformation upon gate opening.
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This modification is fast and highly specific and can be carried out
quantitatively by the addition of a slight molar excess of methyl
methanethiosulfonate (MMTS) (IUPAC name: methylsulfonyl-
sulfanylmethane, CAS number: 2949-92-0). In order to explore the
utility of this labeling strategy in NMR studies of supramolecular
complexes we have applied the methodology to a number of
systems that are currently under study in our laboratory. These
include (i) the T. acidophilum proteasome where 13C-MMTS is
added to sites localized to structured regions of the protein or to
regions that have been shown previously to adopt multiple con-
formational states7 and (ii) the E. coli ClpP protease where Met
labeling studies proved inconclusive.

’RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The idea of adding 13CH3-S- probes specifically to Cys
residues in proteins is appealing on a number of levels. First,
by using a methyl-containing probe the relaxation properties of
the slowly decaying 13C�1H multiple-quantum and 1H single-
quantum transitions can be exploited to produce spectra of high
sensitivity and resolution.6 Second, as shown in Figure 1, the
resultant side chain is structurally very similar to Met, both in
total volume and in the number of potential conformers.28,29 Of
all the methyl-containing amino acidsMet is the most dynamic,30

often giving rise to intense 13CH3 signals even in studies of very
highmolecular weight particles.5,7 An additional advantage is that
the spectroscopy of Met-methyl groups is not nearly as adversely
affected by μs�ms exchange processes as other methyl probes
that are, in general, less averaged by rapid motion, as has been
noted previously in our studies of the proteasome.7,31 Third,
unlike the 13CH3-Met-labeling approach in which typically fully
protonatedMet is added to growthmedia so that protons remain
at the Cβ andCγ positions,5 theMMTS approach produces ‘Met-
like’ side chains with protonation restricted to the methyl position.
Thus, additional protons are not added to the protein, maintaining a
very highly deuterated environment in the vicinity of the tag.
An Application to the Proteasome. In order to demonstrate

the utility ofMMTS labeling we first considered an application to
the T. acidophilum archaeal proteasome. The proteasome com-
prises four heptameric rings, forming an R7β7β7R7 barrel32

(670 kDa), Figure 2a left, that can be dissected into individual
R7 rings (180 kDa), that in turn consist of R subunits Figure 2a
right. These R7 rings have been shown in a series of previous
studies by our group to be excellent model systems of structure
and motion in the full proteasome.7,15 Further, a comparison
of spectra of labeled R7 rings with corresponding data sets
recorded on R7β7β7R7 where only R7 is labeled establishes
that higher-quality spectra are obtained for the individual ring
that reflects the smaller size of R7 in relation to the full
proteasome.7,33 We have therefore chosen to work with R7

in the present study. A pair ofR7 samples have been producedwith
MTC placed at position 90 or 95, each of which is located on

Figure 1. Chemical structures of (i) MMTS, (ii) MTC generated using
the MMTS labeling scheme described in the text, and (iii) Met.

Figure 2. (a) Cross section side view of the structure of the full 20S
proteasome, comprised of an R7β7β7R7 four ring structure

34 (R7-blue,
β7-red, left) and the structure of R7 (right, 1 of the 7 R-subunits is
highlighted, along with theR-annulus ring that comprises residues from all
7 subunits). 1H�13C HMQC spectra of U-2H, MTC90 R7 and U-2H,
MTC95R7, recorded at 25 �C, 800MHz. Single peaks are observed for the
MTCmethyl probes. (b) 1H�13C HMQC spectra of U-2H,Met-[13CH3]
Y8G/D9G R7 (black) and U-2H, Met-[13CH3] MTC-1/Y8G/D9G R7

(red). Note that the M-1 peaks are eliminated in the spectrum of U-2H,
Met-[13CH3]MTC-1/Y8G/D9GR7, as expected, replacedby correlations
that are shifted to (ω13C,ω1H)≈ (25 ppm, 2.3 ppm). Also shown are two
of the seven subunits ofR7 with the N-terminal residues in the OUT or IN
positions, giving rise to separate sets of resonances indicated by ‘A’ and ‘B’/
’C’, respectively, in the figure. Ten termini are shown in each position,
corresponding to an ensemble of structures calculated previously.7.
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helix H1, a well-structured region of the molecule, Figure 2a. As
described in Materials and Methods this is achieved by substitut-
ing Cys for the wild-type residues at these sites and then reacting
with 13C-MMTS. High-quality data sets were obtained for each
R7 sample (25 �C, 800 MHz), Figure 2a, with the resonance
positions of each 13CH3-S moiety, (ω13C,ω1H)≈ (25 ppm, 2.3
ppm), localized to a region of the 13C,1H correlation map that is
typically unobstructed by protein resonances. In principle, the
MMTS-labeling strategy can therefore be used in studies of
proteins that are fully protonated without complications from
natural abundance peaks. In practice, however, we have found the
losses in sensitivity and resolution to be prohibitive in cases
where fully protonated samples were utilized, due to increased
relaxation rates of methyl probe coherences. For example, in a
comparison of spectra recorded on U-2H,MTC95 R7 (i.e., R7

with MTC at position 95) and fully protonated MTC95 R7 the
signal-to-noise of theMTC peak was decreased by a factor of 4 in
the protonated sample (both samples were of the same con-
centration). In the case of the corresponding samples labeled
with MTC at position 90 the decrease was 2-fold. It is note-
worthy that positions 95 and 90 have solvent-accessible surface
areas of 4% and 30%, respectively, so that the losses in sensitivity
are related to proton density, as expected. The importance of
deuteration is thus clear in applications involving high molecular
weight systems where sensitivity and resolution are almost always
limiting factors.
In a previous study we have used Met-13CH3- groups in the

R-rings to elucidate the structure, dynamics, and mechanism of
proteasome gating,7 the process by which entry of substrate into
the catalytic chamber of the proteasome is regulated. As a ‘test’ of
the labeling we wish to establish that similar results are obtained
using theMTC probe in place of Met. As a reference, the methyl-
TROSY spectrum of highly deuterated, Met-[13CH3] Y8G/D9G
R7 (single ring) is shown in Figure 2b (black, 25 �C, 800 MHz),
displaying multiple resonances for the N-terminal Met residues
(M-1, M1) due to a slow exchange process that places the gate
either outside (labeled state A in Figure 2b) or inside (states
B/C) the antechamber.7 Note that the N-terminus of the
R-subunit includes the cloning artifact GAMG, so that the first
Met residue, at position �1, is not a part of the wild-type
sequence. A second sample of Y8G/D9G R7 was produced
where Met-1 was replaced by Cys that was then reacted with
13C-MMTS label (all other Met were retained and are labeled as
13CεH3). The spectrum of this molecule (denoted as Met-
[13CH3],MTC-1/Y8G/D9G R7) is shown in Figure 2b in red.
Notably, all of the correlations from the three states of M1 and
from M6 and M40 are superimposed on those from the
Met-[13CH3] sample indicating that the MTC at position �1
has not perturbed the chemical environments of the remaining
Met residues. As expected the M-1 correlations are missing,
replaced by cross-peaks from MTC-1 at a position downfield in
both the 13C and 1H dimensions of the HMQC data set,
Figure 2b. Despite the different chemical shifts, the pattern of
theMTC-1 correlations reproduced well those fromM-1 and the
populations of the different states based on MTC-1 peak
intensities, 60:29:11% (A:B:C, error 2%) at 25 �C and 56:27:
17 at 40 �C were very similar to what was observed previously at
50 �C using M-1 cross-peaks (55%A, 45%BþC) (ref 7). Finally,
it is worth mentioning that the correlation between peak posi-
tions for the Met and MTC methyl probes observed at the �1
gating position (that is, site A is downfield of B that in turn is
downfield of C, in both 1H and 13C dimensions for both probes)

is also noted in a comparison of M90 R7 and MTC90 R7 spectra
or the corresponding M95/MTC95 R7 data sets. This provides a
further indication as to the similarities of the Met and MTC
methyl probes.
It is of interest to compare the ps�ns dynamics of theMet and

MTC side chains that differ only in the replacement of a CγH2

group by Sγ (Figure 1), especially since side-chain dynamics can
play an important role in providing high-quality data sets.
Structurally, the Cβ�Sγ and Sγ�Sδ bonds of MTC are longer
than the corresponding Cβ�Cγ and Cγ�Sδ bonds of Met, and
there is a more restricted set of rotamers for the disulfide relative
to a C�C bond.35,36 It might be expected therefore that the
amplitude of the motion of the methyl group of MTC would
be more restricted than for Met. We have quantified squared
order parameters, S2, for the 13Cε�Sδ bonds of Met andMTC at
position �1 of U-2H,Met-[13CH3] Y8G/D9G R7 and U-2H,
Met-[13CH3] MTC-1/Y8G/D9G R7, respectively, using an
approach that measures the time-dependencies of sums (Ib)
and differences (Ia) of magnetization derived from methyl 1H
single quantum transitions.37 Values of |Ia/Ib| vs relaxation delay
are plotted for M-1 of U-2H,Met-[13CH3] Y8G/D9G R7 in
Figure 3a with the corresponding ratios for the �1 position of
U-2H,Met-[13CH3] MTC-1/Y8G/D9G R7 (containing the
MTC label at �1 and referred to as MTC-1A, MTC-1B,
MTC-1C) shown in Figure 3b. Noting that as the mobility of
the methyl probe increases the build up of |Ia/Ib| becomes
slower,37 it is clear that the Met-methyl group is more mobile
than the methyl of theMTCmoiety. The two compared proteins
differ only in the modification at position�1 (see above); all the

Figure 3. Values of |Ia/Ib| vs relaxation delay plotted for M-1 of U-2H,
Met-[13CH3] Y8G/D9G R7 (a) with the corresponding ratios for the
�1 position of U-2H,Met-[13CH3] MTC-1/Y8G/D9G R7 (referred to
as MTC-1A, MTC-1B, MTC-1C) in (b). (c), as in (a) and (b) but for
M1 (A peak), M6 and M40. Essentially identical |Ia/Ib| vs relaxation
delay profiles are obtained for the two samples (circles, measured on
Met-[13CH3] Y8G/D9GR7; crosses, measured onMet-[13CH3]MTC-1/
Y8G/D9G R7) indicating that the dynamics at these positions are not
influenced by theMet toMTC substitution at position�1. (d) Table of S2

values quantifying the amplitudes of Met or MTC Cε�Sδ bond vector
motions (25 �C). Errors g0.01 are shown in parentheses.
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corresponding Met groups in both molecules have nearly iden-
tical |Ia/Ib| profiles, Figure 3c (compare circles and crosses),
indicating that MTC at position �1 does not interfere with the
motional properties of Met methyl groups at other sites. In
Figure 3d S2 values extracted from fits of |Ia/Ib| curves are shown
(25 �C). The mobility of the MTC methyl, although reduced
relative to the corresponding Met methyl group, is still very high
with S2 values under 0.2. It may well be that in a more restrictive
environment than that of a disordered terminus the differences in
ps-ns mobilities between Met and MTC would be even less.
An application to the E. coliClpP Protease.The proteasome

is one example of a gated self-compartmentalized protease,38,39

where access to the active sites that are sequestered in the lumen
of the barrel-shaped chamber is controlled by the diameter of a
narrow axial channel, referred to as an R-annulus (Figure 2a).
Intracellular protein degradation in bacteria, which mostly lack
the proteasome,39 is relegated to the 300 kDa ClpP protease,
formed by the stacking of two homoheptameric rings40,41

(Figure 4a, left). Here, too, N-terminal residues control access
to the lumen of the protease and, consequently, to the active sites.
TheseN-terminal residues are dynamic; they have been shown to
adopt multiple conformations in crystals42 (Figure 4a, right) and
in many cases little or no density is observed for them.43 In the
E. coli version studied here the presence of ten Met residues
complicates using methyl groups from this amino acid as probes.
The situation using Met residues is further complicated by the
fact that well over 20 correlations are observed in 13C,1H
correlation maps recorded of 13CH3-Met-labeled ClpP protease
so that assignment of cross-peaks to specific sites in the protein is

difficult. As a result we have made use of MMTS to specifically
label different gate residues in the protein.
Figure 4b (red) shows the 13C,1H HMQC spectrum of ClpP

prepared with label at position 5, U-2H,MTC5 ClpP14 (37 �C,
600MHz, red), and the large number of peaks (over 10) establish
that there are numerous conformations for the gate at this site. By
contrast, when label was placed at the same position in a V6A
mutant of ClpP14 (MTC5/V6A ClpP14), a spectrum with only a
single correlation was observed (Figure 4b, blue). It is known
that the hydrolysis rates of substrate peptides increase for the
V6A mutant indicating that this mutation generates an “open”
state of the gate42 that is substrate accessible. The observation of
only a single peak in this case is consistent with a single
conformation (blue peak) that corresponds to one of the states
that is observed in the wild-type enzyme (note the proximity of
the blue peak to one of the correlations in the red spectrum). If
the gate were exchanging rapidly between all of the conforma-
tions that are sampled by the wild-type enzyme then a single peak
would be observed as well. However, in this case the position of
such a correlation would be derived from a weighted average of
chemical shifts of all of the ‘red’ peaks in Figure 4b placing it in a
different location to what is observed. It is likely, therefore, that
the intense peak at (ω13C,ω1H)=(25.2 ppm, 2.4 ppm) in the
spectrum of U-2H,MTC5 ClpP14 corresponds to the “open”
state of the gating residues with the additional peaks derived from
multiple conformers associated with the “closed” states of these
gating termini, although this remains to be investigated more
fully. Further, this result suggests that the N-termini of the ClpP
protease might exist in both “open” and “closed” conformations,
as has been observed for the proteasome7 (Figure 2b). Analysis
of the range of different structures that are sampled by the gate,
the dynamics of these residues and the lifetimes of the different
conformers will be the subject of future studies. However, the
complexity of spectra obtained from only a single 13CH3-group
in the case of MTC5 ClpP14 suggests strongly that this analysis
will only be possible using a site-specific label of the sort we are
advocating here.
In summary, the MMTS reagent provides a means for the

straightforward introduction of a 13CH3-S- group at reactive Cys
positions to formMTC that can be used as a highly specific probe
of protein structure, binding, or dynamics in supramolecular
systems. Additional protons, beyond those of the methyl group,
are not introduced by this labeling scheme so that high-quality
data sets can be recorded. We have shown that the MTC label is
a sensitive reporter of protein conformation for both the protea-
some and the ClpP protease. MTC will serve a particularly
important role for rapidly probing a particular region of structure
without the requirement for resonance assignments and with the
high sensitivity and resolution that can be achieved using methyl
group reporters.

’MATERIALS AND METHODS

Protein Expression and Purification. Samples of highly deu-
terated Met-[13CH3] Y8G/D9G R7, D90C R7, S95C R7, and M-1C/
Y8G/D9GR7 were expressed and purified as described previously.

7,15,33

Methyl groups of Met were labeled with 13CH3 by supplementing the
M9 D2O-based growth media with 100 mg/L of 13CH3 (otherwise

1H)-
labeled Met (Sigma-Aldrich) one hour prior to protein induction. Cys
mutants of R7 were reacted with 13C-MMTS (Sigma-Aldrich) to
generate MTC at the site of mutation, as described below. The single
Cys present in the wild-type R-subunit (Cys 151) does not react with

Figure 4. (a) Structure of E.coli ClpP (1YG6) (ref 42), where the
N-terminal gating residues in the top ring of the two-ring structure
crystallized in multiple conformations, while electron density was not
observed for the N-termini in the bottom ring (top, left). Residues
20�193 of the seven subunits from the top ring have been super-
imposed, with the location of M5 shown in red (top, right). (b) 1H�13C
HMQC spectrum of MTC5 ClpP (red) and MTC5/V6A ClpP (blue),
37 �C, 600 MHz.
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MMTS, as established by ESI-MS. Samples comprising between 0.8 and
1.5 mM protein (in monomer of R; 0.11�0.21 mM in R7 particle) were
prepared in 100% D2O, 25 mM potassium phosphate, pH 6.8, 50 mM
NaCl, 1 mM EDTA, 0.03% NaN3 and used for all experiments. All
HMQC spectra were acquired at 25 �C on a Varian 800 MHz spectro-
meter in 1�2 h of measurement time/spectrum.

E.coliClpP was expressed from amodified pET9d kanamycin plasmid
(NEB) and purified under native conditions using Ni and gel filtration
columns. A number of gene modifications were performed using the
QuikChange protocol (Stratagene), including removal of the pro-
sequence, insertion of an S97Amutation that disables proteolysis activity
and addition of 6 His residues to the C-terminus. E. coli Codonþ RIPL
cells (Stratagene) were transformed with the pET9d plasmid containing
the desired ClpP mutant. The cells were grown at 37 �C in M9 D2O
media supplemented with 2 g/L of 2H glucose until an OD600 ≈ 1 was
reached, when expression was induced by addition of 1 mM IPTG and
allowed to proceed overnight. The bacteria were harvested and resus-
pended in Ni-A buffer (20 mM imidazole, 50 mM potassium phosphate,
200 mM NaCl, pH 8.0, 0.03% NaN3, protease inhibitor tablets
(Roche)). The cells were lysed by sonication and spun down at
45000g for 30 min. The filtered supernatant was applied to a column
withNi Sepharose beads (GEHealthcare), equilibrated andwashed with
Ni-A buffer. ClpP was eluted using Ni�B buffer (500 mM imidazole,
50 mM potassium phosphate, 200 mM NaCl, pH 8.0, 0.03% NaN3).
After concentrating on an Amicon Ultra-15 30Kmolecular weight cutoff
(MWCO) filter (Millipore), the protein was further purified on a
HiLoad 16/60 Superdex 200 pg gel filtration column (GE Healthcare),
equilibrated with 50 mM potassium phosphate, 100 mM NaCl, pH 7.5,
0.03% NaN3, where it eluted at ∼71 mL. The purity was confirmed by
SDS-PAGE and ESI-MS. No intrinsic E. coli ClpP was observed, likely
due to high overexpression levels from the T7-based promoter of the
pET9d vector and His-tag based purification methodology. The M5C
ClpP mutant was reacted with MMTS as described below. As for the
proteasome samples, reactions involving native Cys sites (Cys 91 and
Cys 113) were not observed by MS or gel electrophoresis (see below).
ClpP NMR samples were prepared in 100% D2O, 10 mM potassium
phosphate, pH 8.0, 0.03% NaN3, 0.5 mM EDTA. All HMQC spectra
were acquired at 37 �C on a Varian 600 MHz spectrometer.

13CH3-S- Labeling with MMTS. Purified Cys mutants of ClpP
andR7, stored with 5 mMDTT, were buffer exchanged with an Amicon
Ultra-15 30K MWCO (Millipore) into 1 mL of ice-cold, degassed
50 mM potassium phosphate, pH 7.5, 0.03% NaN3, 1 mM EDTA. A
DMSO stock solution of 100 mM 13C-MMTS, stored at �20 �C, was
added in 50% molar excess to a solution of the protein and allowed to
react overnight at 4 �C. The reactions were terminated by buffer exchange
into the appropriate NMR buffer. All samples were submitted for ESI-MS
to verify the incorporation of the 13CH3-S- group and to establish that
other Cys positions in the proteins were not labeled. SDS-PAGE gel
electrophoresis was performed to ensure the absence of disulfide bonds
between R subunits. In general, MMTS labeling reactions are very robust
and likely require shorter times than those used here, without the need to
go to lower temperatures.20 The applications involving labeling of gating
residues considered in this study are particularly demanding because there
are seven N-termini on each R7 or ClpP ring, and these termini are
proximal. When the protein of interest is to be reacted with MMTS,
reducing agents such as DTT must first be removed, and oxidation of the
reactive Cys residues in the termini is a distinct possibility. With this in
mind the labeling reactions were done at low temperatures, under
conditions where the concentrations of disulfide-catalyzing metal ions
were low (addition of EDTA) and degassed buffers were used.

A potential concern in using MMTS in studies of structures like that
of the gate moiety of the proteasome, in which large numbers of labels
are positioned on flexible segments of polypeptide that can potentially
interact, is that label can be lost over time.7 Samples prepared as

described here were shown by mass spectrometry (MS) to be labeled
stoichiometrically by MMTS (1 MTC moiety for each R-subunit), and
SDS gel electrophoresis confirmed the absence of any intersubunit
disulfide linkages. Furthermore, labeling did not occur in the absence of
the M-1C mutation. However, in NMR experiments performed over-
night at 40 �C a drop in signal intensity from the MTC-1 moiety of
approximately 10% was observed. This was coupled with the appearance
of an unlabeled subunit (R1) and a dimer peak in MS spectra (R2) with
a mass consistent with the removal of the MMTS label for both
R-subunits. Formation of an R-S�S-R structure (i.e., a disulfide cross-
linked dimer) suggests a thiol-disulfide exchange reaction that is
promoted by high temperatures and, of course, by the proximity of
the S-methanethiol cysteine residues on each of the seven R-subunits of
the R7 ring. Dimer formation and loss of the methanethiol group is very
unlikely to be problematic in most applications, where the local concen-
tration of thiol groups will be significantly lower than in the proteasome
gate region. Indeed, in studies where MTSL spin labels (same chemistry
as MMTS labels) were placed at positions distinct from the gates in the
proteasome, no changes in spectra were noted after at least several days
of measurement at 50 �C (ref 7). Of course, rearrangements of the sort
described here could be completely avoided by using an irreversible
labeling reagent, such as 13C-methyl-labeled N-ethylmaleimide,44

although the probe in this case is quite sizable. By working at 25 �C,
intensity changes of <5% were observed over the time course of the
proteasome experiments reported here (several days).
Extraction of S2 Values Reporting on the Amplitudes of

ps�ns Time-Scale Motions. Saxis
2 values quantifying the amplitudes

ofMet orMTCCε�Sδ bond vector motions weremeasured (25 �C)and
analyzed as described by Tugarinov et al.37 using an approach in which
the time dependencies of the sums (Ib) and differences (Ia) of methyl 1H
single-quantum transitions are quantified. Values of Ia and Ib were
measured for time points of (in this order): 0.001, 0.01, 0.07, 0.005, 0.05,
0.015, 0.03, 0.02, 0.01, and 0.045 s. The profiles Ia/Ib were fitted to

Ia=Ib ¼
�0:5η tanh

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
η2 þ δ2

p
T

� �
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
η2 þ δ2

p
� δ tanh

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
η2 þ δ2

p
T

� �

where δ is a parameter that is related to the 1H spin density around the
methyl group in question and

η � 9
10

½P2ðcos θaxis, HHÞ�2 S
2
axisγ

4
Hp

2τc
r6HH

with τc the tumbling time of the assumed isotropically rotating particle,
γH is the gyromagnetic ratio of a proton spin, rHH is the distance
between pairs of methyl protons (1.813 Å), P2(x) = (1/2)(3x

2� 1), and
θaxis,HH (90�) is the angle between the methyl three-fold axis and a
vector that connects a pair of methyl 1H nuclei. A value of τc = 102 ns has
been used in the present analysis, one-half the value of the R7R7 particle
that was measured at 50 �C (125 ns) (ref 15), corrected for the increase
in viscosity of the buffer at 25 �C. Errors in Ia, Ib values were estimated by
measuring a duplicate set of spectra at a time point of 0.01 s.
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